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[1] Gravity waves in the mesopause region (80–105 km) may induce perturbations in OH
Meinal Band emissions at �87 km. These perturbations can be observed by ground-based
OH airglow imagers. In this paper, we present observations of concentric gravity waves
(CGW) by the all-sky OH imager at Yucca Ridge Field Station (40.7�N, 104.9�W) near
Fort Collins, Colorado. We find that expanding rings of concentric gravity waves were
observed on 9 out of 723 clear nights from 2003 to 2008. In particular, on 11 May 2004,
concentric rings were observed for �1.5 h, with nearly perfect circular rings entirely in the
field of view during the first 30 min. The centers of the concentric rings occurred at the
geographic locations of two strong convective plumes which were active in the troposphere
�1 h earlier. We measured the horizontal wavelengths and periods of these gravity waves as
functions of both radius and time. These results agreed reasonably well with the internal
Boussinesq gravity wave dispersion relation with an assumed zero background wind.
Similarly, for the other 8 cases, strong convective plumes occurred prior to the CGW
observations near the apparent center of each of the arcs or rings. For the 7 out of the 9 cases,
radiosonde data were available up to z = 30–35 km. These data showed that the wind speeds
from the tropopause to �30–35 km were smaller than �20–30 m/s. Because 8 of the
9 cases occurred when the total horizontal mean winds were weak and because the
horizontal winds below �87 km were less than �20 m/s on 11 May 2004 (according
to radiosonde and TIME-GCM model data), we postulate that weak background
horizontal winds are likely a necessary condition for gravity waves excited from
convective overshooting to be observed as concentric arcs or rings in the OH layer.
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1. Introduction

[2] It is widely accepted that gravity waves play an
important role in middle atmospheric dynamics. Along with
topography and wind shear, convection is one of the dom-
inant lower atmospheric mechanisms for the generation of
gravity waves. Convection can generate gravity waves if
upward moving air in the unstable troposphere ‘‘overshoots’’

the tropopause by �1–3 km into the stably stratified
stratosphere and then collapses back down to the tropopause
[Pierce and Coroniti, 1966]. This rapid motion causes the
excitation of a spectrum of gravity waves with widely
varying spatial scales and frequencies [Alexander et al.,
1995; Lane et al., 2001, 2003]. Some of these excited gravity
waves have small scales and large amplitudes and may
become nonlinear or reach critical levels below the strato-
pause [e.g., Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Lane et al., 2003;
Lane and Sharman, 2006]. Others are medium or large scale
with larger phase speeds and smaller initial amplitudes,
thereby enabling their propagation up to the mesopause
and beyond. Several models developed in the last decade
have simulated convectively generated gravity waves in
three dimensions, greatly improving our understanding of
the characteristics of gravity waves excited by this mecha-
nism [Piani et al., 2000; Horinouchi et al., 2002; Lane et al.,
2003; Alexander et al., 2004; Vadas and Fritts, 2009]. In
general, all of these models show that convectively generated
gravity waves have conically shaped phase surfaces when
the intervening winds are small or zero. Therefore, although
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the gravity waves are actually propagating upward and
horizontally at the same time, in a horizontal plane at any
given altitude, the waves and associated perturbations of
trace species, such as the OH emission intensity, appear as
outward, horizontally propagating concentric circular rings if
the intervening winds are zero [Vadas and Fritts, 2009].
[3] In contrast to the common occurrence of convection

in the troposphere, very few observations of concentric
gravity waves (CGWs) have been reported from observa-
tions using ground-based airglow imagers [Taylor and
Hapgood, 1988; Sentman et al., 2003; Suzuki et al., 2007]
and spaceborne imagers [Dewan et al., 1998]. However,
nonconcentric gravity waves are believed to commonly
propagate up into the mesopause region [e.g., Fritts and
Alexander, 2003], where they are observed as nearly linear
waves by sensitive OH imagers [e.g., Swenson and Mende,
1994; Taylor et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2000; Ejiri et al.,
2003; Medeiros et al., 2003; Nielsen et al., 2006]. Because
intervening background winds can be strong and variable,
linear gravity waves observed in the OH airglow layer can
sometimes be correlated with their sources using reverse ray
trace techniques [e.g., Hung et al., 1978; Waldock and
Jones, 1987; Hecht et al., 2004; Vadas et al., 2009a].
[4] This paper reports on 9 nights of midlatitude obser-

vations of CGWs by the Kyoto University OH all-sky
imager, located at Yucca Ridge Field Station (YRFS),
Colorado (40.7�N, 104.9�W), 20 km northeast of Fort
Collins, Colorado. These CGWs were observed on the nights
of 11 May 2004, 28 August 2005, 7 September 2005,
8 September 2005, 4 May 2007, 3 June 2008, 26 August
2008, 30 August 2008, and 4 September 2008. Here, we
examine the convection which occurred prior to these events,
as well as the tropospheric and lower stratospheric winds that
are available from radiosondes. We choose one case in
particular, 11 May 2004, for a more detailed study because
of its high-quality data, long pattern duration, nearly circular
rings, and clear ring patterns which contain little interference.
The three main objectives of this paper are (1) to identify the
convective plumes that excited the CGWs observed on
11 May 2004 and to show that convective plumes likely
excited the CGWs observed in the other 8 cases; (2) to
determine the periods and horizontal wavelengths of the
CGWs temporally and spatially on 11 May 2004 and to
compare them with the periods and scales predicted by the
gravitywaveBoussinesq dispersion relation under zerowinds;
and (3) to correlate the dates these CGWs were observed with
the season and tropospheric/stratospheric winds. We suggest
that a weak background wind in the stratosphere and lower
mesosphere is a necessary condition for gravity waves to
appear as concentric rings in the mesopause region in general
and in the OH layer in particular. Note that a companion paper
compares these observations on 11 May 2004 with theory
using ray trace techniques through varyingwinds [Vadas et al.,
2009b]. These simulations include a mean background wind
inferred from the HAMMONIA-GCM and lidar data at Fort
Collins, Colorado, and therefore may be representative of the
wind conditions on 11 May 2004.

2. Observations

[5] The OH all-sky imager was deployed by Kyoto Uni-
versity at YRFS, Colorado, in September 2003 [Nakamura et

al., 2005]. The imager is sensitive to the OH Meinel emis-
sions between 795 nm and 1 mm, from the OH layer centered
near 87 km altitude. The imager records one image every
2 min, limiting the temporal resolution of the analysis to
2 min. Because the buoyancy period is �5 min, this obser-
vation rate is adequate.
[6] We examined all of the OH images recorded from fall

2003 to fall 2008 and found 723 clear nights of data during
this 5 year period. CGWs were observed on 9 of these
nights out of a total of 723 nights. We discuss the CGWs
observed on 11 May 2004 first.
[7] Beginning at 0340 UT (2140 LT) on 11 May 2004

(UT day 132), curved wave patterns appeared to be moving
away from a center in the southeast corner of the raw OH
images. As time passed, the widths of the curved wave
bands decreased with time. The waves disappeared com-
pletely at �0510 UT (2310 LT). To investigate the concen-
tric patterns in greater detail, two consecutive raw images
were differenced to remove stars and the stationary back-
ground. Then, the difference images were unwrapped, i.e.,
geometrically corrected for lens distortion and mapped onto
geographical coordinates following the algorithm described
by Garcia et al. [1997], assuming the OH layer is at�87 km
altitude [She and Lowe, 1998]. This process transforms the
curved patterns to nearly circular patterns on a flat field.
Selected flat field OH images of the 11 May 2004 case are
shown in Figure 1. In the 0350 UT image, for example, �5
nearly perfect circles of bright wavefronts were observed.
However, the inner 4 rings appear to have a different center
than the outer ring at this time. We fit each ring with
perfectly round circles of varying radii and centers, and
overlay them as four red dashed circles (inner rings) and one
blue dashed circle (the outer ring) in this image of Figure 1.
The centers of the CGWs are denoted as red and blue solid
dots, respectively. Note that the inner 4 circles have one
center, and the outer ring has a different center; this implies
that one convective plume is the source of the inner rings,
while a second convective plume is the source of the outer
ring. We also performed this procedure for the images at
0400 and 0430 UT in Figure 1, overlaying red and blue
dashed circles on the inner and outer rings of each image,
respectively. We see that the locations of the centers of the
inner and outer rings, denoted by red and blue dots,
respectively, are in approximately the same locations in
each of the images; therefore, the geographic locations of
the centers of the inner and outer CGWs are approximately
fixed in time. We name the inner (red) and outer (blue)
CGWs as CGW1 and CGW2, respectively. In section 3 we
show that the centers of CGW1 and CGW2 correspond
nearly exactly to the location of two deep convective
plumes which were active �1 h earlier, in good agreement
with theory when the intervening winds are small [Vadas et
al., 2009b].
[8] Figure 2 shows OH images of the CGWs which were

observed on the other 8 nights: on 28 August 2005, 7
September 2005, 8 September 2005, 4 May 2007, 3 June
2008, 26 August 2008, 30 August 2008, and 4 September
2008. These images display a rich variety of shapes and
types of CGWs. In some cases, these CGWs appear as arcs
rather than as rings. For example, the CGWs observed on 4
May 2007 and 3 June 2008 appear as arcs rather than as
circles. Note that the arcs are quite distorted on many of
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these nights, implying large intervening winds [Vadas et al.,
2009b].

3. Convective Sources

[9] Gravity waves can be generated when a convective
updraft ‘‘overshoots’’ the tropopause by 1–3 km into the
stably stratified stratosphere [Pierce and Coroniti, 1966;
Larsen and Swartz, 1982; Lane et al., 2003]. On the night of
11 May 2004, the tropopause height was 12 km, as measured
by the radiosonde launched from Denver/Stapleton, Colo-
rado (39.75�N, 104.87�W). Figures 3a and 3b show the 0305
UT reflectivity images from the Goodland, Kansas (39.2�N,
101.4�W), National Weather Service WSR-88D NEXRAD
Doppler radar. The convective overshoots are indicated by
high reflectivities at altitudes 1–3 km above the tropopause.
The centers of plume 1 at (40.0�N, 103.0�W) and plume 2 at
(39.6�N, 103.8�W) are marked by red and white circles in
Figure 3. Figure 3c shows the echo top chart with the same
red and white circles at the same time. Here, the echo top is

the largest altitude at which the reflectivity exceeds the
minimum significant reflectivity of 18.5 dBZ, thereby show-
ing the regions of convective overshoot. Figure 3c shows
that the regions of convective overshoot occur at the same
latitudes and longitudes (lat/long) as in the reflectivity
images shown in Figures 3a and 3b. Using this information,
as well as the results from the propagation time study we
perform in section 4, we conclude that plume 1 and plume 2
are the sources of the CGW1 and CGW2 patterns, respec-
tively. Model studies confirm that if the winds are zero, the
apparent center of the concentric rings near the mesopause
exactly coincide with the location of the convective plume
[Vadas and Fritts, 2009]. If the intervening winds are much
larger than �20–30 m/s, however, the apparent center of the
concentric rings are shifted significantly with respect to the
location of the convective plume [Vadas et al., 2009b]. We
also note that similar ‘‘overshooting’’ updrafts are observed
in visible-band GOES 12 satellite images, 3 or 4 h earlier
(prior to sunset) for the same storm system but at different
locations [Vadas et al., 2009b].

Figure 1. Time sequence of difference OH images in geographic coordinates from 0340 to 0500 UT on
11 May 2004. Figure 1 (top left) shows the state borders in yellow dashed lines between Wyoming,
Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas. The red star denotes the location of the OH imager at Yucca Ridge
Field Station. The universal time of each image is shown the top right corner. Longitudes and latitudes are
shown on the right and lower axes, respectively. The red and blue dashed circles denote CGW1 and
CGW2, respectively, with estimated centers shown as red and blue solid dots.
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[10] Figure 4 shows NEXRAD reflectivity measurements
recorded prior to the observations of CGWs on the same
nights shown in Figure 2. We also project some of the CGW
arcs and rings from Figure 2 onto the corresponding radar
maps. Despite the variation in propagation times between
the radar maps in Figure 4 and the OH images in Figure 2,
the approximate centers of the CGWs coincide with the
location of the convective plumes reasonably well. Because
these storms tend to move less than a few degrees in latitude

or longitude per hour, and because these storms tend to
create new convective updrafts continually by moving away
from expended regions and into regions of higher convec-
tive available potential energy (CAPE), the CGWs shown in
Figure 2 were likely excited by convective plumes from the
same storm systems shown in Figure 4, although the actual
convective plumes that excited the particular waves ob-
served in Figure 2 may have occurred earlier or later than
those shown in Figure 4, as we did not perform a detailed

Figure 3. (a) and (b) NEXRAD reflectivity charts observed at Goodland, Kansas, at 0305 UT, on 11 May
2004, at elevation angles of 4.13� and 5.14�, respectively. (c) NEXRAD echo top height chart, also from
Goodland, Kansas, at 0305 UT. Centers of the red and white circles are the locations of plumes 1 and 2,
respectively. The altitudes of plumes 1 and 2 are 12 and 14 km, as determined from the distances and
elevation angles in Figures 3b and 3a, respectively. The colors in the reflectivity charts (Figures 3a and 3b)
indicate reflectivity in dBZ, and those in the echo top chart (Figure 3c) indicate altitude in km.

Figure 2. CGW OH images from eight nights. (top) The nights (from left to right) of 28 August 2005,
7 September 2005, 8 September 2005, and 4 May 2007, respectively. (bottom) The nights (from left to
right) of 3 June 2008, 26 August 2008, 30 August 2008, and 4 September 2008, respectively.
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comparison with wave propagation times and wavelengths,
as we have done for the 11 May 2004 case (see section 4).

4. Analysis of CGWs Using the Gravity Wave
Dispersion Relation

[11] Convective plumes excite CGWs with a large range
of spatial and temporal scales [Alexander et al., 1995; Lane
et al., 2003; Vadas and Fritts, 2009]. In this section, the
spatial and temporal scales of the CGWs observed on
11 May 2004 are analyzed and compared with the predic-
tions of the Boussinesq internal gravity wave dispersion

relation using zero winds. The spatial and temporal scales
(as a function of radius from the center of the CGW1),
lh and t, respectively, can be explained reasonably well
with this dispersion relation. The Boussinesq gravity wave
dispersion relation is [Hines, 1960]

w2 ¼ N 2k2h
k2h þ m2

¼ N2 cos2 a; ð1Þ

where w = 2p/t (assuming zero background wind), N, kh =
2p/lh, and m = 2p/lz are the intrinsic wave frequency (same
as the apparent frequency assuming zero wind), buoyancy

Figure 4. NEXRAD reflectivity maps recorded on the same nights on which CGWs were observed, as
shown in Figure 2. Some of the arcs and rings of the CGWs in Figure 2 are projected onto the radar map
as white arcs and circles.
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frequency, horizontal wave number, and vertical wave
number of the wave, respectively. Additionally, a is the
angle in a vertical plane between the vertical line and
surfaces of constant phase of the CGW at a distance R away
from the observed center of the CGW at �87 km in altitude.
Because the gravity wave generation mechanism considered
here is convective overshoot, we assume that the gravity
waves are launched from the tropopause. This is a good
assumption because the fluid below the tropopause is
generally unstable when convection is occurring, and
therefore cannot support the propagation of gravity waves
within the immediate plume vicinity. On the night of 11
May 2004, the tropopause is at 12 km altitude using the
temperature profile measured by the Denver radiosonde.
This altitude is typical at midlatitude during this season and
is the same as that calculated by Fovell et al. [1992]. We
denote Dz to be the vertical distance between the
tropopause and the OH layer. Given that the average OH
layer is at 87 km, Dz is 87 � 12 = 75 km. Using the relation
tan a = R/Dz, along with (1) with the assumption that N has
a constant value of 2p/5 min�1, the period t of a GW can be
expressed in terms of R as

t ¼ 2p
N

seca ¼ 2p
N

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ R2

Dz2

r
: ð2Þ

Note that (2) implicitly assumes that the background winds
are zero, the temperature is constant with altitude, and the
Boussinesq assumption holds, i.e., that lz � 4pH, where
H � 7 km is the density scale height. This simple relation
(equation (2)) is plotted as a solid curve in Figure 5a. Note
that this relation is independent of the propagation time
because all gravity waves with the same frequency
propagate at the same angle from the vertical line. The

apparent period t of CGW1 was measured using the
sequential images in Figure 1. Since the imager records an
image every 2 min, the uncertainty of the t measurements
is estimated to be ±2 min. Because CGW2 has a relatively
large margin of error, it is excluded from Figure 5a. The
periods of CGW1 are measured as a function of radius
from the center of CGW1 along a line �45� to the
northwest of the center of CGW1, since the rings are the
clearest along that line. The periods of CGW1 are
measured at 0400 and 0420 UT, illustrated as blue and
red dots, respectively, in Figure 5a, with error bars.
Although both observed and predicted periods, t, increase
as the radius increases, equation (2) (with zero background
winds and constant temperature with altitude) overpredicts
the observed periods. Slightly better agreement with the
observed periods is obtained via ray-tracing simulations
where anelastic effects (i.e., not neglecting H) are included
[Vadas et al., 2009b]. The zero-wind assumption also
affects the interpretation of the radius, R. When the winds
are zero, the geographic location of the convective plume
that excites the CGWs is the same as that of the center of
the CGWs at the OH layer. However, when the intervening
winds are much larger than �20–30 m/s, the apparent
center of the CGW is offset significantly from the location
of the convective plume [Vadas et al., 2009b]. In this case,
plume 1 is at (40.0�N, 103.0�W), while the center of
CGW1 is at (40.0�N, 102.8�W). Since the plume and the
center of CGW1 are within 15 km of each other, the
intervening winds are likely of order or smaller than �20–
30 m/s. Therefore, the measured radius of the observed
rings is likely approximately the same as their horizontal
distance from the convective plume that generated CGW1.
In section 5, we show that the horizontal winds from the
radiosonde and the thermosphere ionosphere mesosphere

Figure 5. Temporal and spatial variations of CGW1 observed on 11 May 2004. (a) Observed wave
periods (dots) compared to those calculated using dispersion relations (solid curve) as a function of
radius: blue and red dots are the measured periods at 0400 and 0420 UT, respectively. (b) Horizontal
wavelength lh as a function of both radius and time: dots are measured values. Blue, red, and green
curves are calculated from the GW dispersion relation for propagation times Dt of 45, 55 and 85 min,
respectively, between when the convective plume is generated near the tropopause and when CGWs were
observed by the OH imager.
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electrodynamics-general circulation model (TIME-GCM)
are smaller than 20 m/s on 11 May 2004. Therefore, the
zero-wind assumption we use here is reasonable.
[12] The observed horizontal wavelengths at the OH layer

altitude of �87 km depend on the propagation time, Dt, of
the gravity waves from their excitation by the convective
plume to their observation location within the OH layer.
This propagation time in turn depends on the vertical group
velocity cgz:

cgz ¼
@w
@m

¼ � Nkhm

k2h þ m2
� �3=2 ¼ � N

kh

tana
sec3 a

; ð3Þ

in which the relations m = kh tan a, and, kh
2 + m2 = kh

2 sec2 a
have been used. Again assuming zero winds, the time it
takes for a gravity wave to propagate from the tropopause to
the OH layer is Dt = Dz / jcgzj. Taking the absolute value of
(3) and substituting Dz / Dt for cgz, the gravity wave
horizontal wavelength, lh, as a function of radius, R, and
propagation time, Dt, is:

lh ¼
2pR2 1þDz2=R2ð Þ3=2

NDzDt
: ð4Þ

We measure the average horizontal wavelength, lh, of
CGW1 as a function of radius at 0350, 0400 and 0430 UT
along a line �45� toward the northwest of the center of
CGW1. (This is the same line as was used to measure the
observed periods of CGW1). The lh, values are measured to
be the distance between two consecutive wave crests or
troughs in the images. The radius R used in each
measurement is then the midpoint between two crests or
two troughs. The uncertainties in lh, are estimated from the
errors caused by wave interference and noise. These
measurements are plotted as dots in Figure 5b. Since plume
1 overshot the tropopause at 0305 UT, the corresponding
gravity wave propagation times, Dt, are 45, 55 and 85 min
for the OH imager observation times of 0350, 0400 and
0430 UT, respectively. The horizontal wavelengths derived

from (4) as a function of R for Dt = 45, 55 and 85 min are
plotted as blue, red, and green solid lines, respectively, in
Figure 5b. The observed horizontal wavelengths for CGW1
at different Dt are again in general agreement with the
gravity wave dispersion relation for zero winds, since lh
increases as R increases at a givenDt, and lh decreases with
time at a fixed radius R [Vadas and Fritts, 2009]. A
discrepancy exists because the observed lh is larger than the
zero wind theory results for R < 150 km and is typically
smaller for R > 200 km. We have also determined lh for
CGW2 at 0400 for two radii from its center (blue dot in
Figure 1): they are 77 and 102 km for R = 190 km and
260 km, respectively. Within error bars, these values are
consistent with the simple prediction (red curve) in Figure 5b.
Better agreement is obtained for radii R < 150 km using
realistic convective spectra, realistic winds, and an anelastic
dispersion relation [Vadas et al., 2009b].
[13] The vertical wavelengths lz of CGW1 are calculated

using (1) with the assumption that the background winds are
zero. The resulting vertical wavelengths are �20–40 km.
This is greater than twice the vertical thickness (�8 km) of
the OH emission layer. From Liu and Swenson [2003], the
cancellation factor for OH emission and for vertical wave-
lengths of 20–40 km is 2–3. Therefore, we estimate that the
OH airglow intensity perturbations are reduced by �20–
45% for CGW1 compared to GWs with infinitely large
vertical wavelengths.

5. Seasonal and Background Wind Conditions
and CGW Observations

[14] Although gravity waves are often observed by air-
glow imagers as quasi-monochromatic, quasi-linear, paral-
lel-phase fronts with horizontal wavelengths limited by the
typical range of resolution of all-sky imagers (20–500 km),
concentric gravity waves are rarely observed. The monthly
distribution of the 723 clear nights of data from September
2003 to September 2008 is shown as a histogram in
Figure 6a. The observations are fairly uniform throughout
the year. Figure 6b shows the monthly distribution of CGW

Figure 6. (a) Monthly distribution of clear observation nights of the OH imager from 2003 to 2008. (b)
Monthly distribution of CGW observations during the same period.
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Figure 7. TIME-GCM zonal mean horizontal wind climatology at 42�N for 2004. (a) Zonal wind.
(b) Meridional wind. (c) Total horizontal wind speed.
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observations. Nearly concentric CGWs were observed by
the Yucca Ridge OH imager only on 11 May 2004,
28 August 2005, 7 and 8 September 2005, 4 May 2007,
3 June 2008, 26 and 30 August 2008, and 4 September
2008. Therefore, 8 out of these 9 events were observed
�2 months after the spring equinox and �0.5–1 months
before the fall equinox. Comparing with Figure 6a, we see
that the seasonal distribution of CGWs is not caused by a
skewed monthly distribution of the clear-night imager data.
The occurrence frequency of CGWobservations is very low
(9/723 	 1.5%). The peaks of CGW observations occur in
May and in August–September, which are �3–4 months
apart.
[15] We now discuss a possible reason as to why the

CGWs are primarily observed in May and in August–
September. The zonal and meridional mean winds between
35 and 90 km at 42�N are shown in Figures 7a and 7b from
a recent climatology run of the TIME-GCM. The zonal
mean winds are weaker than 20 m/s (because they switch
direction) from 15 April to 15 May and 15 August to
15 September, which are �4 months apart [Roble, 1995].
Therefore, if the planetary and tidal waves happen to be
weak (which may only occur on certain days and at certain
local times) and if the mean winds above the tropopause are
weak, then the total winds from the tropopause to the upper
mesosphere may be weak. (We show that this is the case for
the 11 May 2004 example below using radiosonde and
TIME-GCM data.) As suggested by Suzuki et al. [2007],
weak horizontal winds appear to be a necessary condition
for the observation of CGWs in the mesopause region. The
total horizontal wind speed is shown in Figure 7c,
obtained from Figures 7a and 7b. Weak total winds with
speeds < 20 m/s are seen from 15 April to 15 May and
from 15 August to 15 September. The weak climatological
winds may explain why the occurrence distribution in
Figure 6b is double peaked during these spring and fall
months. Additionally, peak thunderstorm season over eastern
Colorado is from late April through early September.

Therefore, the seasonal dependence of convective sources
near YRFS, Colorado, constrains the occurrence of CGWs
to be from May to September.
[16] As shown in Figure 6b, 8 of the 9 CGW events were

observed in May or late August/early September when the
total climatological wind speed above the tropopause is low.
The CGWs reported by Sentman et al. [2003] occurred on
19 August at a nearby location with a similar latitude/
longitude.
[17] The only case of the 9 CGW observations that did

not occur during the period when the mean climatological
winds are <20 m/s was 3 June 2008. On that night, however,
it is possible that the total wind (with the planetary wave,
tidal, and other wave contributions) was unusually weak.
[18] Since tidal and planetary waves, as well as lower

stratospheric winds from weather systems, can significantly
increase the hourly winds from the weak monthly mean
wind, we examine the wind profiles for these 9 cases.
Figures 8a and 8b show the horizontal wind profiles at
0000 UT on 11 May 2004 from the ground to 90 km.
Figure 8a shows the Denver radiosonde winds, while
Figure 8b shows the TIME-GCM winds at the time of
the CGW observations. The maximum wind speed below
87 km is no greater than ±20 m/s. Therefore, we infer that
the combined planetary and tidal winds are small at the
time the CGWs were observed on 11 May 2004.
[19] The winds observed by the same Denver radiosondes

(with altitude ranges of �0–30 km) are shown in Figure 9
for the other nights when 6 of the CGWs were observed.
The sounding failed above the tropopause on 26 August
2008; no radiosonde data are available on 30 August 2008
and 4 September 2008. These soundings are only available
at 0000 and 1200 UT. Only the soundings at 0000 UT are
shown because the 0000 UT soundings are closer to the
times of the convection. For all of these cases, the horizontal
wind speeds above the tropopause (where the CGWs
propagate) were smaller than �30 m/s. The apparent
minimum horizontal phase speeds of these CGWs labeled

Figure 8. (a) Radiosonde wind (0–30 km) and (b) TIME-GCM wind (30–90 km) on the night of 11
May 2004. In Figure 7a, the height of the tropopause is marked by a green line in each case. The
minimum horizontal phase speeds of the CGWs are labeled.
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Figure 9. Radiosonde wind profiles as Figure 8a on the nights of CGW observations on (a) 28 August
2005, (b) 7 September 2005, (c) 8 September 2005, (d) 4 May 2007, (e) 3 June 2008, and (f) 26 August
2008. Profiles at Denver/Stapleton Station (39.75�N, 104.87�W), the closest to YRFS, are unavailable for
30 August and 4 September 2008.
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on each graph are 50�120 m/s, much larger than the winds
from 12 to 30 km. Although obtaining TIME-GCM winds
for these 8 cases is beyond the scope of this paper, the
radiosonde data along with the detailed 11 May 2004 data/
model winds provide evidence that weak background hor-
izontal winds permit the propagation of CGWs into the
mesopause region with relatively little filtering and distor-
tion at those altitudes, allowing the CGWs to appear as rings
or arcs in the OH layer. Indeed, Vadas et al. [2009b] find
that the concentric rings near the mesopause are
‘‘squashed’’ or arc-like if the intervening zonal winds are
much larger than �20–30 m/s and the meridional winds are
zero. If the intervening winds are zero, the gravity waves
appear as perfectly concentric rings near the mesopause. If
the intervening winds are less than �30 m/s, the gravity
waves appear mostly as concentric rings, although portions
of the rings may disappear at late times because of wave
reflection and critical level absorption.
[20] We now connect the shape of the arcs and concentric

CGWs in Figures 1 and 2 with the horizontal winds in the
troposphere in Figure 8a and 9.On 11May 2004, 8 September
2005, and 26 August 2008, the CGWs are 360� circular
rings, while on 4 May 2007 and 3 June 2008, the CGWs are
arcs. Simulations show that if a convective plume is moving
vertically through zero wind, then perfectly circular rings of
gravity waves are generated [Vadas and Fritts, 2009; Vadas
et al., 2009b]. However, convective plumes in a wind shear
environment result in the generation of an asymmetric
spectrum of gravity waves, with gravity waves propagating
mainly in the rearward direction of the storm propagation
direction [Fovell et al., 1992; Lane et al., 2001]. Addition-
ally, concentric CGWs propagating through large-scale
winds (such as the QBO) become anisotropic, resulting in
only half of the rings being visible [Piani et al., 2000].
Finally, a plume moving through a tropospheric wind shear
tilts at an angle in the vertical [e.g., Marwitz and Berry,
1971]. Ray trace simulations show that tilted plumes with
zero wind above the tropopause create an anisotropic
spectrum of GW which appear as arcs, not concentric rings
(S. L. Vadas, personal communication, 2008). As shown
in Figures 9d and 9e, large eastward zonal and southward
meridional wind shears exist in the upper troposphere on
both 4 May 2007 and 3 June 2008. This may partially
account for the CGW appearing as arcs in the OH airglow
layer on these nights (see Figure 2). On days when circular
wave patterns are observed (e.g., 11 May 2004, 8 September
2005, and 26 August 2008 from Figures 1 and 2), the wind
shear in the upper troposphere is relatively small (see
Figures 8a, 9c, and 9f).

6. Conclusion

[21] This paper reports on the observations of CGWs on
9 nights using an all-sky OH imager at the Yucca Ridge
Field Station (YRFS) near Fort Collins, Colorado. These
observations consisted of nearly perfect circles, ‘‘squashed’’
rings, and arcs. We found that in every case, deep convec-
tion was present an hour or more prior to the observed event
near the apparent center of the CGW. We also found that the
wind below 30–35 km was weak, less than 20 m/s, using
radiosonde data.

[22] We also performed a detailed study on 11 May 2004.
On that night, two nearly circular concentric gravity waves
were observed, with different centers. Strong convective
updrafts that ‘‘overshot’’ the tropopause were identified as
the sources of the two CGWs. The locations of these
convective plumes coincide with the centers of the CGWs
to within 0.2� in lat/long. We also found that the horizontal
winds between the tropopause and mesopause are small,
using radiosonde and TIME-GCM model data. The model-
ing study in the companion paper confirms that the centers
of the CGWs coincide with that of the convective plumes
when the intervening winds are weak [Vadas et al., 2009b].
That model study also finds that the CGWs appear as
concentric rings for climatological April winds.
[23] We also find that the observed horizontal wave-

lengths on 11 May 2004 as a function of radius and time
are in very good agreement with the predictions of the
Boussinesq gravity wave dispersion relation (with assumed
zero winds and constant temperatures) for radii between 150
and 200 km. The apparent periods are in reasonable
agreement. Somewhat better agreement is obtained when
anelastic effects and varying winds are employed instead
[Vadas et al., 2009b]. Additionally, realistic temperatures
and detailed plume dynamics may further improve the
agreement between observations and theory.
[24] By studying all 9 cases in which nearly concentric

CGWs were observed by the OH imager at YRFS, we
conclude that the occurrence frequency is small, about 9/
723, or about 1.25%. Because of the strong seasonal
occurrence after the spring equinox and just prior to the
fall equinox, which coincides with times when the mean
background wind is nearly zero, weak mean background
wind between the tropopause and mesopause was hypoth-
esized to be a necessary condition for enabling CGWs to
propagate upward as concentric rings to the OH airglow
layer. Additionally, the companion model study showed that
the gravity waves appear as circular CGWs only when the
total background winds between the tropopause and meso-
pause are weak [Vadas et al., 2009b]. Thus, we hypothesize
that during the times when the 9 CGW events occurred, the
mean wind as well as the winds from tides and planetary
waves were likely small. Indeed, we found this to be the
case on 11 May 2004, using radiosonde and TIME-GCM
data. A larger data set with better background wind infor-
mation will allow this hypothesis to be tested further. Since
CGWs are generated by strong updrafts in convective
clouds, these same clouds may block the view of the OH
imager and reduce the chance of observing CGWs in the
OH layer. Also, CGWs with vertical wavelengths smaller
than 10 km cannot be observed by OH airglow imagers due
to the ‘‘cancellation factor’’ effect as the CGWs propagate
through the OH layer [Liu and Swenson, 2003]. All of these
factors may contribute to the overall low observation
frequency reported here, in addition to the winds likely
needing to be small. The images in Figures 1 and 2 coupled
with the eastward tropospheric winds in Figures 8a and 9
suggest that an imager located upwind of a convectively
active region is more favorable for CGW observation. In
general, in northeastern Colorado, the tropospheric winds
tend to be westerly (toward the east), and the winds may
blow the convective clouds eastward out of the YRFS
imager field of view, enabling a relatively higher rate of
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observation of CGWs for northeastern Colorado than for
other imager locations.
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